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L.o* presented the formutae of sexuation in March of 1973,in chapterVll of his

Seminar Encore. These formutae must be read together with two previous
writings from the Ecrits: "The Signification of the PhatLus" (1958) and "Guiding

Remarks for a Convention on Femate Sexuatity" t19601.

General Aspects

lrrr SemrnarXX Lacan presents different modatities of the proposition "there is

no...". Ihe woman does not exist and there is no sexuaI re[ation between the
sexes, in the sense that such a retation "does not stop not being written".

The sexuaI relation is impossibte in terms of writing. What that means is that
in the psyche, there are several modatities of jouissance, but nothing altows for
a ciphering that woutd connect the two sexes. Such a jouissance - which woutd
be the jouissance of the relation between the two sexes - is foreign to
subjectivity: it does not exist. Already in 1894, Freud indicated that sexuatity
produced a 'hote' in the psychicaIapparatus. That is, the sexuaI retation is a pure
ReaI and remains irreconcitabLe with the subject. This does not exctude the erotic
encounter between men and women. 0n the contrary, the impossib[e writing of

the retation pushes towards the search for sexuaI encounters. But sexuaI
encounters are not a necessity for the metabotism of human [ibido: when these
encounters take place, they occur in an ateatory way, one that is not
programmed, and that atways depends on contingency.

This idea of the 'non-relation' is not new for Lacan. He had atready evoked the
fatse evidence of the sexuat act in his Seminar Logic of the fantasyl. He returns
to this topic in the Semin ar From an )ther to the other2 and atso in "Te[evision"3.

However, the Semin ar Encore is a breakthrough on the topic: the formutae of

sexuation are mathemes that write the separation between men and women.

Uttimatel.y, it is a writing of the impossibitity of writing of the sexuaI retation at the
[eve[ of the psychicaI structure.

ln analytic treatment, the subject must exptore the futt range of the 'possibte'

in order to perceive this 'impossibte'. Lacan proceeds according to this very same

movement. ln order to address what "there is no such thing as" - the sexuaI

re[ation - he must start from "there is such a thing as". Lacan reminds us of this
many times in the form: "There is such a thing as One lY a d'l'Un" .1"a.

1 Lacan, J.,TheSeminarBookXlV,TheLogicof Fantasy, lesson of April.12,1967. Unpubtished.

2 Lacan, )., Le Sdminaire, livre XVl, D'un Autre d l'autre, Seuit, Paris, 2006, p.207.

3 Lacan, J., "Tetevision" in Ielevlsion: A ChalLenge to the Psychoanalytic Establishment, transt. by

D.HotLier et at, Norton & Co, New York/London, 1990, p. B.

/+ Lacan, J.,TheSeminarBookXX,Encore,transt. byB. Fink, Norton & Co., NewYork/London,199B, p.5.
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Of the One, but No Sexual Relation

THrs statement is not new for Lacan. He had said it at least six times in his
Seminar of the previous year, 0u Pire...l0r worse...l.

"There is such a thing as 0ne" means that there is jouissance, but that this
jouissance is atways'One'. Jacques-Atain Mitter, in his course on the "Paradigms

of jouissance", enumerated the possibitities of jouissance. ln the last paradigm,
he gives the who[e series of possibte "0ne-jouissances"s.

Jouissance is the property of a living body; it is the substance of the tiving

being - Aristotte woutd say that it is matter. Lacan demonstrates that the only
possibLe jouissance for the tiving body is fundamentalty '0ne'.

First of att, this means that the One is not a jouissance that allows for
"universaIfusion"6.

Secondty, it means that there are not two different, comptementary jouissances:

a feminine jouissance and a mascutine one. This is ctose to the Freudian idea that
there is on[y one [ibido, which is always essentiatly phaltic, regardtess of the person's

sex. Human Libido is a mode of 'One' jouissance and nothing more.

lf an 'Other'form of jouissance exists in the body, as we may see in women,
that means that this jouissance is not directty tinked to the exercise of [ibido, and

that it does not participate in the erotic or genitatexchange between partners. We

wit[ examine this point on the right-hand side part of the formutae, which deal
with feminine jouissance. ln short, the '0ne' jouissance is opposed to the 'Other'

jouissance [with a capita[ '0'). Certain[y, erotic foreptay may concern the body of

the other [with a smatl 'o'), of a fetlow human being who functions as a partner.

However, erotic jouissance does not pass through the Other with capital '0',
Lacan argues, which must be distinguished from the smat[ 'o'. The distinction
between the partner as other with a smat[ 'o' and the Other with a capita[ '0'
poses a probtem. At the time of Seminar XX, Lacan defines the Other as being the
0ther sex. So we have to distinguish between the other with sma[[ 'o', which is

the sexuaI partner, and the 0ther with a capita[ '0', which is the "Other sex"7.

How can we understand this distinction?
The sexuaI partner can be your partner, but what is the Other sex - with a

capita['0'? Lacan tetts us that it is the feminine sex. But it is not the 'opposite'

sex, as the term is commonty used: a man for a woman and vice versa.

Basica[[y, the onty possibte jouissance emerging from sexuaI intercourse is
a jouissance proper to each of the bodies of the coup[e. lt is a '0ne' jouissance,

phatlic, Libidinal. and atways short-circuited from the Other sex [abetted feminine.

Human sexuality in the sense of sexotogicaIpractices is separated from the Other

5 Mitter, J.-A., "Paradigms of Jouissance", transt. by J. Jauregui,in Lacanian /nk, lssue 17, Autumn,

2000, pp.10-47.

8 Lacan, J., The Seminar Book XX, Encore, op. cit. p. 10.

7 [TN: ln Engl.ish it is catted "the opposite sex" ratherthan "the othersex".]
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sex. The possibitity of a [ink of jouissance with the 0ther sex is a dead end and a
faiture. Even if the Other sex enjoys, this jouissance does not establish a bond.

What consequences does this have? Satisfaction obtained by each of the
partners making love together, are nothing but two 'One' jouissances rubbing
up against each other in the same ptace and at the same time - nothing etsel lt
is the meeting of two '0ne' jouissances that remain separate from one another.
Each enjoys his or her own jouissance, but not the partner's jouissance. The

coupte's shared jouissance - as a cipher for the sexuaI relation in a human
being's symbolic structure - does not exist.

The onty permitted way to estabLish an erotic bond is for each partner to bring
his or her own phatLic jouissance to the sexuaI encounter.

ln addition, pha[[ic jouissance is a sembtant. Note that this does not mean
that the partners act 'as if' or pretend to enjoy themsetves in bed, but that erotic
jouissance uses the mediation of two etements in order to be achieved, two
elements which Lacan quaLifies as semblants: they are the object a as surptus-
jouissance [which is a sembtant of the real) and the 'One' in the form of a
particutar signifier: the Symbotic phaLtus. Now, these two terms be[ong to the
category of the semblant: they come to rep[ace the mythicaljouissance of the
sexuat relation if it woutd have existed. This is what Lacan tries to express when
he says "there is no sexuaI retation".

And there is no phattic jouissance, no erotic practice, no jouissance catLed
'One' - with or without a partner - that woutd be abte to f utf it the fundamentaI
ftaw of sex, the "inexistence of the sexuaI relation", because the sexuaI retation
is a pure real which cannot be inscribed in a symbolic form. No effort at
subjectivising it can remedy it. No signifier, no knowtedge, no science can write
this absent retation.

ln the ptace of the impossibte retation, we have the whote catalogue of 'One'

jouissances, to try to attain an erotic bond with a partner. Science has confused

relations between the sexes with the erotic retation between partners. Science

tries to make peopte coputate in scanning machines. We witl know more about
the biol.ogy of the 'One' jouissances of each partner, but we wi[[ remain ignorant
regarding the 0ther jouissance, that 0ther jouissance which woutd exist if the

sexuaI reLation coul.d finatl.y be written by science. This cannot be done, since

what the image visuatises (whether pornographic or radiographicJ is the 'One'

jouissance. The jouissance we ca[[ '0ne' [ends itseLf to scientific study, to

knowtedge, to measure and ciphering.
ln the series of the possibLe jouissances we ca[[ '0ne', Lacan distinguishes

above at[ masturbatory jouissance [which he caL[s the "jouissance of the idiot"),

that is to say, cut off from relation to the 0ther. This is the paradigm of phaU.ic

jouissance. Let us note that it is not so much the subject who enjoys during
masturbation: it is the organ itsetf. ln his Ecrit on the signification of the PhaLtus,

Lacan speaks indeed of a "cutt of the organ".
:- '- 2' .-e other sex".]
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Lacan's thesis on the 'non-relation' is the fottowing. ln mathematics, to write
a retation, you need two terms. This is precisety what humans [ack, as they onl.y

have one term to dealwith in sexual exchange: the phattic function. Men and

women have no choice: it is from the phal.tic f unction atone that they wi[[ have to

distinguish one another.
To sum up, in atlcases - except those of psychotic madness - the phaltus

is the single and computsory regutator of sexual exchange. A single term - the
Phaltus - is insufficient to write a retation for both partners.

However, this singte term is enough to differentiate two different positions

before the phaLtic jouissance. lt is thanks to this, Lacan says, that the "two halves

of humanity" are differentiated. They are differentiated from the phattic f unction.

The Two Halves of Humanity

Misunderstanding

Tnr fo..rlae of sexuation are presented as two separate co[umns. One hal.f "of

humanity" is in the teft-hand cotumn: rne h. And the other hatf is in the right-
hand cotumn: women. But here it is not anatomicaIdifference or marital status
that rutes the separation. Nor is it the signifying designation of a type, such as the
one we can read on the doors of pubtic toitets - 'genttemen', 'ladies'. The

difference between the sexes depends upon the position occupied in retation to

the phatl.ic function above each cotumn.
Below, in the [ower part, we find the organisation of jouissance for each sex.

Certainty, there are [inks between the two cotumns, but they do not write a

retation. They write the misunderstanding between the sexes. These ties are

materiatised by a rrows.
The misunderstanding means that the jouissances proper to each ha[f are

discordant with each other. Let us say that the arrows attow for a relationaI
'bricotage' between the two sexes - especiaLLy via the fantasy - but nothing

more. Basicatty, the formutae write a separation and a radical so[itude, hence

there is a misunderstanding in the coupte's sexual encounter, even when the

sexuaI act was a success!

0n the'man' side

0* tf'. [eft, male subjects reduce al.L of their experiences of jouissance to that

of the "One jouissance" ljouissance Une), in this case phatl.ic - above atL,

jouissance of the organ.
When we speak of 'mate subject', we must quatify it. lt does not matter

whether the concerned subjects are, from the anatomicaI or civiI status, ma[e or

femate. As subjects, 9, we are atways on the left side of the formutae, that is to

say, on the 'mate' side of s:. - 3:
barred S on the teft side, a-: . _:
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.-: .=': side of the formu[ae, that is to

say, on the 'mate' side of sexuation. This is why Lacan ptaces the matheme of the
barred S on the left side, and it cannot be found on the other side. This means that
a femate subject is atso necessari[y concerned by this so-catted 'mascutine' code.

As subjects of the unconscious, we are atways on the teft side, whether one is a

man or a woman. Things get more comptex for us with the notion of the "Other

sex" - situated in the right column - which is reserved for femininity. The Other
sex, feminine by definition, is not equiva[ent to the feminine subject, since the
subject [even the feminine one) is a[ways located in the left-hand cotumn.

The subject is atways confronted with the bar of castration, that is, with the
timit imposed on sexuaI jouissance by the phal.l.ic function. The phal.Lus a[[ows for
sexuaI jouissance, but it timits it. For instance: in the search for jouissance, a
subject - man or woman - may onty search for objects a, which is shown by

arrow number (1 J, and which goes f rom the barred subject, 9, towards the smalt
a. Essentiatty, this arrow is equiva[ent to the formuta of the fundamentaI fantasy
formutated by Lacan [ong before: I 0 a.

0bviously, there are differences according to sex. For examp[e, in his Seminar
Les non dupes..., Lacan situates chitdren as object a for women, whereas a

woman may be an object a for a man. To say that a woman takes her chitd as

object a, means that she is not complete[y or whotty dedicated to her mascu[ine
partner. There is atready a certain division.

How does this cotumn work? The mathematicaI property that brings together
the subjects in the left cotumn is extracted from the logics of Frege, a speciatist in

set theory, founded by Cantor. The principle can be summarised as fo[tows: every

subject in the mate set - in the left-side cotumn - is subjected to castration, that
is to say, to the phatl.ic function. This is the phal.Lic norm, embodied by the bar
running through the subject. This unites a closed set we can cat[ 'consistent',

because it gathers inside the same perimeter every subject concerned with the
phattic norm. The phatl.ic norm brings together such a set because, according to
mathematica[ logic, at least one foreign etement exists that escapes the rute. What
is this exception that assures the consistency of the set? Al.l.egoricatty, it is the
mythical father of the Freudian horde, who embodies the logicat element that
escapes castration. He incarnates what is 'outside-the-phattic-norm'. Thanks to
this exception located outside the set, the phal.l.ic'mate' norm [which appties to at[

within the setJ, it is possible to gather men together as a closed and consistent set.

The advantage of such a cotumn is that castration (namety, the phal.l.ic

function) altows for a certain jouissance even if it Limits it. This is phaLl.ic

jouissance. Moreover, any etement located on this side may be represented by

the embtematic signifier of the set, the PhaLtus. What that means is that every
subject is supported by a phatLic identification. ln other words, the subject can

count on pha[tic signification in order to ensure a signifying basis for his or her
identifications. He or she may therefore be represented without difficutty as a
sexuated being in the symbotic order.
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So for the 'man' side: whether mate or femate, the subject is sexuatty
representabLe by phatLic signification;the advantage being that he or she can be

represented by big Phi,@, which is relatively comfortabte.

0n the'woman' side

0N tfre right-hand side, the side of woman, are those - him or her - who
cannot make themselves be represented, in their tota[ity, by the phal"l.ic signifier.
More precisety, this side coincides with the feminine part of the speaking-being

- that which is not reducibte to a position as a subject - which is atways located

on the [eft.

The above mentioned "Other sex" is thus the non-subjective and non-
subjectifiabte part of the sexed being, a part of the speaking-being that is strictty
feminine. ln sum, in her dimension as subject, a woman is on the side 'man' of

sexuation, but a part of her being escapes this position as a subject. She

incarnates the Other sex in the Lacanian sense of the term.
The upper part of this cotumn shows a certain Link with the phattic function,

but this tink invatidates the previous togic [the one on the mascutine side). lndeed,

the logics of 'consistency' of sets cannot be appl.ied, as there is no exception from
the norm that is abte to unite the etements on the common stope of castration.
As a resutt, we have the fottowing: here, "not-a[tx..." in the set is subjected to the
phattic function.

This does not mean that the elements in this category [womenJ escape the
phal.tic norm. These etements are subjected to the phatLic function insofar as

they are barred subjects, but the feminine part of their being is not subjected to

castration. Put differently, the jouissance said to be "specificatty feminine" which

Lacan atso catts "Other jouissance", or the jouissance of the "Other sex" - this
jouissance is not organised by castration.

Feminine jouissance is not regulated by castration but is neverthetess [inkec

to castration. This is what the arrows that animate this jouissance indicate: they

have a diatectical tink with the column on the [eft. One coutd even say that
feminine jouissance is only thinkabte from phattic jouissance, even though it is

different a nd sepa rate.

The Other Sex

TuE "Other sex", as feminine, is represented by the matheme, f2{.t=
arrows pointing from this matheme testify to the fotlowing: the "Other sex" :
confronted with two modes of jouissance.

0n the one hand, arrow [2] points at the'One'of phattic jouissance in the for^-

of capital Phi, showing that the feminine sex is not without a tink to pha[i -

jouissance.

0n the other hand t^: l.
a non-phatlic one, indrc=:=: : ,

"Other jouissance" is :=: :-
jouissance attows Laca^ :: :=

This term has beer- 3-_ _-
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0n the other hand, the "Other sex" is conf ronted with an "Other jouissance",

a non-pha[lic one, indicated by arrow [3) and remaining in the same cotumn. This
"Other jouissance" is designated by the matheme S(A). Such a dual.ity of
jouissance atlows Lacan to deduce the notion of "not-att".

This term has been around for some time as a logicaI operator in Lacan's
vocabu[ary. We atready said that when comparing the top two rows of both
cotumns, the phal.tic function does not cottectivise women, due to the lack of an

externaI exception necessary for a feminine ctosed set to consist. This gives us,

forwomen, a so-catted 'open set'. Above att, this means that everywoman - not
as subject but as "Other sex" - wi[[ herself have the task of incarnating, 'one by

one', the Logical. function of the exception that does not exist outside of the set.

This is the destiny of the feminine: if the [ogicaI exception does not exist
coltectively [as is the case for the mascutine cotumnl, every woman must embody
this function. To put it differentty, for women, there is no totatising phal.l.ic

grouping Linked to the "at least one" of the paternat exception. Each woman has

to assume the p[ace of the exception, and this impties a structural solitude that
is specificalty feminine.

ln this sense, feminine exception is not a comfortabLe privil.ege. Lacan goes

as far as saying that one must be "gifted"B to situate oneself on that side - and

the fact of being a man in the civiI sense, as Saint John of the Cross was, does

not change the difficutty.
Women rea[ise a series of exceptions, one by one. This series makes women

exist cottectivety as a c[osed set. What exists is one woman, then another, and yet

another, and so on. Series:yes, community: no!

0n the other hand, we can see that the matheme of Lh{woman is situated on

the opposite side to the phatl.ic symboL. Between the two there is the barrier that
separates the cotumns. This indicates a [ack of signification of the feminine being,

since signification is always phattic - so it is always located on the left side. That

is to say, what is located on the right side [the femininel has no signification.
We can even say that the feminine sex, as Other sex, does not inhabit

language, it is not represented there. The words with which to name it are
missing. The Other sex escapes any possibte subjective capture by means of the

signifier. Hence the insolubte nature of the famous Freudian question:what does

a woman want? What makes her enjoy? There is no signifying, symbo[ic answer!

Let us now examine this question: what makes her enjoy?

The Failure of Man

Fon the man, on the [eft, jouissance is indicated by two mathemes: the barred

subject, 9, and right betow, the capital Phi of phal.Lic jouissance.

8 Lacan, J.,The Seminar BookXX, Encore, op. cit., p.76.
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The subject, with the arrow (1), points to a partner situated on the side of the
0ther sex, on the right; but this partner is not reatty the 0ther sex: it is nothing
but an object a. lndeed, there is no subject without his or her object a, and phaLtic

jouissance can onty point towards those objects a.

As we can see, mascutine sexuatity is reducib[e to the logic of the fantasy
that this arrow reca[ts. This is to show that a woman is desired by a man. Freud

catts reducing the partner to an object the "tendency to debasement in the
sphere of love".e Simi[ar[y, Lacan, in his "Guiding remarks for a Convention on

Fema[e Sexuatity," reminds us of the vatue of "fetish" that a woman may have for
a man. We coutd do the same kind of demonstration for the femate subject with
regards to her tibidinat orientation towards her chitdren as objects a.

ln any case, the arrow going from "barred S" shows it wett: the 0ther feminine
sex, located in barred 'The', is unreachable for the subject, whether mate or
femate, since there is no arrow teading there. The arrow leads to the objects a,

such that female body parts alone can be reached - breasts, thighs, eyes, gaze,

etc. lt is a necessary process of 'fetishisation' of the fema[e body.

But make no mistake: as Lacan says, these fetishised parts are 'asexed',

despite the fantasmatic eroticisation sought by a man. ln effect, the object a of

the mascu[ine fantasy is always 'asexed', says Lacan, because with an object a,

it is not reaLty the Other sex that is at stake, but a simp[e fetish object which
potarises desire and arouses phaltic jouissance. ln short, through his fantasy -
and because of it - man does not enjoy a woman as Other sex; he enjoys her as

object. We find here the impossibte retation. This mascutine faiture is structuraL,
but necessary for the sexuaI act to be successfu[.

For the sexual act to be successful, a woman must consent to embody this
object a, cause of desire for a man. Otheru,rise, nothing happens. There is no other
choice. However, this togic can produce devastating effects. Thus, Lacan argues,

a woman can enter a man's fantasy 'without limits', with the toxic effects we a[[

know. This is how a man "may be a ravage for a woman", as Lacan argued.10

This is why the object a appears in the right-hand column, on the feminine
side: it is a possible ptace for a woman in relation to a man, a p[ace different from

her own position as subject. But it is not the onty possibte one.

As Lacan states, on the right side, "there is something e[se" - something

beyond this position as object a, something that accommodates her feminine
being. This "something etse" is hard to name since it is ctose to the reat. Lacan

too, unabte to name it, proposes to write it: Tld However, despite everything, a

man has to take this part of feminine being into account. How can he do it, since

his fantasy does not attow for it?

9 Freud, S., "0n the Universal Tendency of Debasement in the Sphere of Love" in The Standard Edition

of the Complete PsychologicalWorks of Sigmund Freud, Volume Xl, Hogarth Press, London,1957 , p 179 .

10 Lacan, J., Le s1minaire livre XXlll, Le sinthome, SeuiL, 2005, p. 101 .
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The best he can do for a woman is to accept that she can be radicalty Other
for him, that is, foreign to his fantasy. ln otherwords, to accept that she is foreign
to the logic of his mascutine desire and his ma[e jouissance. Lacan says that a

man must "make room for the Other sex". This means that the man consents to

not reducing a woman to a fetishised object for his own desire, an object a.

ln the end, what is"ft'? lt is "an 0therthing" [something etse), inaccessibte
to every subject, even during a successfuI sexuaI encounter.

This brings us to the fottowing question: from this enigmatic positio n of lh6,
what jouissance can a woman experience? What happens with this particular
jouissance? How can we speak of that which has no signification?

Feminine Jouissance With God

THr existence of a jouissance specific to the Other sex can onty be conceived
from a togicaL work of writing, that is, from the matheme: lh{.

Here we find a tittle paradox to be solved. "The woman does not exist", says

Lacan. Certainty, but feminine jouissance exists in every woman.
"The woman does not exist" means that the signifier that woutd represent at[

women at the same time is absent from the symbo[ic register. The symbolic
Other is thus barred, A, in the sense that there is a signifying foreclosure of "The

woman". With "The woman", there is a hole in the Symbotic.
Now, every time the speaking-being is confronted with a foreclosure,

whatever it may be, it produces the eruption of a real jouissance that the
speaking-being has to face. This is the case, for examp[e, in psychosis, where the
foreclosure of the Name-of-the-Father is accompanied by the emergence of a
crazyjouissance. lt is the same regarding femininity: the forectosure of "The

woman" causes the return of a jouissance that is a bit mad - and this is what
atlowed Lacan to state that "All women are mad".

This unnameabte jouissance is impossibte to symbotise, even in a woman
who has been anatysed, even if she is a psychoana[yst. For that reason, this
feminine jouissance is one of the roots of feminine roVog€: it is a pure reat.
Feminine ravage means that there is a shortage of signifiers in the code
to name the jouissance that is property feminine, to articutate the feminine
being in the symbo[ic order. This impties, sometimes, a certain ctinic
of privation or dearth in women: it is not masochism; it is a matter of

f o rec [osu re.

ln fact, every speaking-being is concerned by feminine jouissance. As such,

every anatysand must make an effort to aim at the unnameabl.e. This effort
consists of producing a particu[ar signifier cat[ed S[A]. UttimateLy, S(A) is a
signifier that every individuaI must invent Ior shoutd inventJ to name the reaI
jouissance of the Other sex.
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To put it another way, if "The" woman does not exist, the signifier S[A) does

exist: this signifier, says Lacan, "designate[sl nothing other than the jouissance

of The woman".11

This signif ier is not connected to the other signifiers according to the principte
of the signifying chain IS1-52). lt is an iso[ated signifier that names and that,
according to Lacan, has the function of the letter. Why of the letter? Because, for
Lacan, the [etter's goaI is to skirt the hol.e of forectosure - not to mask it. The

[etter thus serves to [imit the sometimes devastating reaIfrom emerging from
this hote. Within this logic, S(Al skirts the gap due to the forectosure of "The"

woman and it thus [imits the toxic effects of its jouissance.

Producing this signifier in anatysis, a[tows for treatment of the feminine
ravage, since it certain[y produces a 'bordering' effect, that is, an effect of [imiting,
but atso an effect of nomination, which is another form of timiting. And Limiting

is atways welcome in the ctinicaI fietd, with regards to feminine jouissance, as

there is atways a true feminine suffering Linked to the 'untimited'.

Limitless

Wro, happens in the column on the right, for a woman, from "!h6"? The
formutae show two departing arrows [2) and (3).

Arrow [2] points towards the sexed partner, that is, the man. lndeed, this
arrow leads to capital Phi, @, located in the other cotumn. A woman thus points
to capitaIPhi. This matheme has different functions.

First, it means that a woman may be interested in the penis - and that she
may even fetishise it, as argued by Lacan12. But this is not equivatent to the
mascutine fetishisation. A woman fetishises the organ not for the organ itsetf Iin
order to make positive the smatL imaginary phi of castrationJ, rather she
fetishises it as the embodiment of the symbolic Phat[us, capitaI Phi.ln his Ecrits,

Lacan says that through the organ, she points to the signifier of her desire. She

wants to get this signifier from her partner, in whom she supposes its existence,
inctuding the imaginary form of the organ.

Then, we have another function of this arrow [2). The signifier being pointed

at in capital. Phi is an S, destined to cipher attjouissance on the man's side. This
is how it is presented in Seminar l/. lt is very attractive for a woman who is

confronted by the indecipherable of a reaIjouissance.
Finatty, tet us not forget that the barred 'The', does not hotd the being of the

subject: this term is marked by a Lack of any signifying identification. Therefore,
this arrow indicates an attempt to identify hersetf with the signifier capital Phi,

11 Lacan, J.,TheSeminarBookXX,Encore,op.cit., p.84[TN:Transtation modified].

12 Lacan, J.,"The signif ication of the Phattus" in Ecrits, The First Complete Edition in English, transt. by

B. Fink, Norton & Co., NewYork/London, p. 583.
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in order to awaken mascu[ine desire towards her. A woman knows that a man
needs a 'phatticisation' of the feminine body for him to be ab[e to desire her, and

this arrow is a way of embodying the phattus for him. lt is the togic of the girl
phallus, to use Fenichet's term. Hence the question: can a woman find

identificatory support there, through this arrow (2)?

For atl these reasons, a woman is connected to the phal.Lic function. Lacan

even says: "she is futty there". But, he adds, "there is something more".

That 'something more' means 'beyond' phaLtic signification, to the point of

escaping every signification, of escaping the arrow (2) LinkeO to the Phatl.us. This

faiture sends a woman towards the upper arrow [3) which goes f rom lh6 towards
S(A). Here is where the famous "Other jouissance" ljouissance Autre) is

experienced, the specificatty feminine jouissance. That is why this jouissance is

unfit for sexuaI exchanges between partners. lt does not have the phal.tic

signification proper to eroticism. The arrow has a trajectory entirety located on

the right-hand side of the formu[ae. There is no possib[e encounter with the mate

subject's desire, the man's fantasy or his phaLl.ic jouissance.

What can we say of this Other jouissance located at arrow [3J? Lacan points

out that it is a purely felt experience - without any words to communicate or
share it. At best, Lacan invites his students to read the mystics so that they might
know something about it. The mystics testify to a true joy at the time of the bodity

ecstasy, a joy that for Lacan resembles this specific jouissance.

The probtem is: if there is no signifier that corresponds to this jouissance,

then one has to invent a signifier, in order to be abte to name such jouissance. ln

short, it is about producing S[A). Let us note that this isotated signifier has no

chain effect: it is a signif ier that names this jouissance, but which does not grant
or retease any knowtedge about it. lt is an S, without S.

This poses an insotubte problem. A woman who, [ike the mystics, woutd want

to express her experience in terms of knowtedge, has to articulate it using the

signifying chain. From the very moment a woman wants to testify to her jouissance,

she is sent back again to signification. Which is to say to the other form of S, that

the symbotic PhaLl,us constitutes [capitat Phi). So, she has no choice but to move

from arrow [3] (tfrat of the felt experience) to arrow [2J oriented towards the PhaLtus.

This forced return to phattic signification is a dead end, since it impLies the use

of more or less phal.l.ic metaphors, when in fact it is about something etse. The

arrow betow (arrow 2J can never reabsorb the upper arrow (arrow 3J: arrow (2)

faits in testifying to what occurs in arrow [3J.

So between the two arrows we have a diatectic of permanent oscittation: The
"impossible to say" in arrow [3) pushes a woman towards arrow (2J. And

conversely, the faiture in the manoeuvre brings her back to the unspeakabte
ptace of her reatjouissance: returning her to arrow [3].

This means that one arrow cannot exist without the other. One arrow
decomptetes the other in a constant back-and-forth game. This toing and froing
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is the movement where the "not-at[" is inscribed. The "not-aL[" shoutd not be

confused with S(A). lt is the inetiminabte distance between capitaI Phi and S[A),

the mobite angte between the two arrows.
This has a ctinicaI consequence. A woman's access to her 'Other', reaI

jouissance, namely to arrow (31 of S(A] forces her to make a detour via arrow (2J

which leads to capitaI Phi - if this weren't the case, she wou[d be crazy. This

means that for a woman to bear feminine jouissance, it is necessary that she

pass by the 'mate' side. Above at[ this means, at a purety ctinica[ levet, that -
among other sotutions - a woman may pass via a man in order to access her
Other jouissance. Lacan atready hightighted this in 1960 in Guiding remarks...13 A

man, says Lacan, serves here as a 'retay' so that a woman becomes this Other
to hersetf, as she is to him". For her, it is a possibte means of accessing the
feminine part of her being, this part so strange and foreign to hersetf.

ln other words, in confronting the Limited phatl.ic jouissance of a man, a

woman may facititate her own access to a 'beyond', namety, her own feminine
jouissance. This is doubttess the best a man can do for a woman he loves: to

serye her as a 'retay'.

Feminine jouissance has certainty no adequate word, but it is present at the
[eve[ of the body. We can even say that it is an untimited presence, that is: when
it manifests itsetf, this presence is limittess. First, because it is not [imited to a
specific organ, such as the famous ctitoral jouissance or the "G spot" - which
cannot be found. These examptes are anatomica[ locatisations of fema[e phattic
jouissance and not of the Other jouissance.

Second, the Other jouissance is not Limited by the p[easure principte. To put

it in terms of Lacan's SeminarX, no detumescence of the organ sets a l.imit or
puts an end to it: there is no castration. ln this regard, the 'without [imit' is a

factor that is anguishing or uncanny.

Finatty, in al.l. cases, this feminine jouissance is 'supptementary' and not

comptementary to any'One' jouissance. The idea of a 'supptement' reverses the

Freudian perspective of deficit. For Freud, the woman does not have the phatlus

and she looks for it where it is lpenisneid). Here we are in the realms of a 'minus'

sign forwomen. The'minus'gives feminine jouissance an'incompleteness':for
a woman there is something missing, she lacks something.

0n the contrary, the Lacanian notion of 'supptement' leads to a 'ptus'. For

Lacan, this 'ptus' gives feminine jouissance an 'inconsistency', which is not at atL

the same as the Freudian incompteteness. 'lnconsistency' is a mathematical
term from set theory, which means that the '0ther' jouissance of a woman

carii'rot estabtish a unifying Link with the 'Other' jouissance of otherwomen. At the

end of the day, the series of feminine exceptions is a sum of sotitudes. This series

is never tota[ised by an atgebraic addition that wou[d constitute a whote as end

resutt. That is the inconsistency of the series.

13 Lacan, J., "Guiding Remarks for a Convention on Fema[e Sexuatity" in Ecrlts, op. cit., p. 616.
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14 "L5mour": mixture of 's:- :-:
15 tbid., p. 617.

16 Lacan, J.,TheSeminarBc:, ,, :-:
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Soulovela

UltNtcallv, feminine jouissance induces a particular form of [ove, of an
'erotomaniac' kind. lt is not the psychiatric erotomania seen in paranoid
psychoses, but a feminine [ove, as evoked by Lacan15. This love is the product of
feminine jouissance as unsayabLe, S[A). Mystics who experienced this form of
jouissance testified to an infinite [ove for God. More generatty, through this
supplementary jouissance, the feminine being joins the divine being.

We used to corretate God with the Name-of-the Father, at the heart of the
symbo[ic big 0ther. ln Seminar X/, Lacan even says: "God is unconscious". lt is
very different in SemrnarXX, Encore, for the big Other no longer has the same
status: it is no [onger the locus of the Symbol.ic. The big Other is now the locus
of femininity and what is most reaI about it. God now has a reaI side that must
be interpreted as "based on feminine jouissance"16.

God thus becomes a version of the Other sex in the reat. Here is why the [ove

of the mystics for God is a vatid i[tustration of feminine love: it depends on the
specificatl.y feminine jouissance and is organised from S[A), which names
feminine jouissance. This [imitless feminine love is without doubt the best clinical
way to treat feminine jouissance. Unfortunatety, it is not the onty one. lndeed,
there is an alternative: feminine jouissance and S(A) may lead to ravage. lt is
either [imittess love or [imittess devastation and depends on the Otherwith which
one has to deal in the real of the love partner.

A man can be, for a woman, a ravage or a re[ay. ln a woman, the putting into
ptay of that love requires speech, atways speech, and yet more speech. A man
who wants to receive tove from a woman must speak to her a [ot, which is
equivatent to serving as a retay in accessing her own Other jouissance. 0nty
speech, the words of the loving demand, can mobitise the signifier to reach its
[imit: that is, to reach the production of S(Al.

This togic is also enacted within transference love in anatytic treatment,
where speech has the vatue of a demand. For the ana[ysand, unfotding the
signifying chain, winding through the defites of the demand, is the onty way to get

close to the uttimate signifier, to circumscribe the SIAJ.

This is one of the reasons why Lacan said that the end of the analysis
'feminises' the speaking-being: the treatment pushes the anatysand to name
his or her [ink to the rea[ of feminine jouissance.

We can now measure the difference between the two possible ways of
metabolising the Other jouissance: [ove has to do with speech, whereas ravage

has to do with the death drive.

14 "LAmour": mixture of 'sout': '6me'and'amour': love.

15 lbid., p. 617 .

16 Lacan, )., The Seminar Book XX, Encore, op. cit., p. 77.

6

:= - :.: S=rlaLity" in Ecrits, op. cit., p. 615.
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Psychosis, Hysteria and Femininity

B=ro*. conc[uding, a few words on differential. diagnoses in retation to
femininity. Lacan said: 'At[ women are mad". This is an effect of the "0ther

jouissance", without [imits; it is a jouissance that touches the reaI insofar as it is
foreign to phaLl,ic signification. lt is true that the ctinic of ravage, for exampte,
attows for confusion between femininity and psychosis, given that a psychotic

ravage a[so exists. Diagnosis is sometimes difficutt in a psychotic woman:
feminine ravage or psychotic ravage? However, it is by no means the same
ravage, since the feminine proximity to the reaI depends on the "not-a[[".

Femininity passes somewhat through the phatLus to go beyond it.

ln psychosis it is the opposite. Psychotic jouissance does not express a

'beyond' the phaLtus, but a forectosure of the phallus, which is entirety different.

0n the other hand, we must distinguish the hysteric position from the
feminine position. Hysteria is often found in fema[e subjects, and this invites
Lacan to compare both positions. ln Seminar XX, Lacan situates hysteria as an

ethics "outside-of-sex" lHorsexellT, in reference to Le Horla, a novel by Guy de

Maupassant. ln hysteria, this means avoiding confrontation with the Other sex

and remaining on the teft side of the formutae - the side of the subject and of

the PhaLLus. A hysteric woman may want to seduce a man, true, but in fact - and

above aLt - she goes as far as "ptaying the part of the man" lfaire l'hommel18

despite her feminine appearance. She "fait l'homme" psychicatLy, in the sense
that the subject is atways on the 'man' side of the formulae.

ln short, Lacan says that she is hommosexualle, not in the common sense of

homosexuality, but in the Latin sense of the word homo-hominis, 'man'. This
means that the eroticised love game of the hysteric is a game between men: it
takes p[ace entirety in the left cotumn of the formutae, and avoids the Other sex

located on the right-hand side. For this reason, we may say that the hysteric

remains "outside-of-sex", that is, not outside the phaLtus but outside the
feminine side of the formutae.

This poses a question: what happens to the femininity of a hysteric woman?
"Ptaying the part of a man" lfaire l'hommel does not prevent the hysteric subject

from being confronted by the enigma of femininity, even if she tries to run away

from this enigma. For exampte, the hysteric waits for knowtedge from the Other

woman. The Other woman is atways on the horizon of the hysteric's love

intrigues. But within [imit: she wants to obtain knowledge about femininity, but

without impLicating hersetf in it as woman. She spares hersetf the troubles posed

17 lbid., p.85 [transtation modified].
18lbid. [TN: "faire L'homme" means "to make a man of him" and atso "to ptay the man's part".J

19 lbid., p.84.
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20 tbid., p.85.
21lbid., ITN:ln Frenct^ .-=-:
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by her own femininity. She is interested in the femininity of the Other woman.
That is the hysteric position.

The feminine position is strictty the opposite. A woman does not recoiI before
her position of "Other sex" however enigmatic this position may be. ln the same
way, being interested in a man does not imptyforthiswoman to have lo"faire
I'homme".ln the strictLy feminine position, there is no short-circuiting of the
feminine sex, as it happens in hysteria.

Thus, there is an opposition between the hysteric and feminine positions.

However, Lacan softens this opposition in Seminar XX by saying that hysterics
are stiL[feminine subjects. This means that a hysteric woman is not-at[ hysteric.
As a sexed being, as a speaking-being, she is aLso on the'woman'side, whether
she wants to be or not! 0n the left-hand side, she certainty "ptays the part of the
man". lt is a virite identification with the subject. But on the right-hand side, the
feminine side, she at [east seeks to know something about her own feminine
being, that is to say, she seeks to "know hersetf as Other", as Lacan puts it. To

do this, she finds a solution, even if it is an inadequate and rather inefficient one20.

Her attempt is a dead end, because it is an imaginary sotution: she tries
to identify with the Other woman. To say this, Lacan uses a strange formuta with
a neotogism: hysterics, says Lacan, "tove each other as the same in the 0ther"21.

ln French, the neologism "se m6ment" , makes the verb '[ove' [aimerJ phoneticatty

resonate with the word 'same' lm6mel. This means titeraLty that the hysteric
[oves hersetf in herwho is the same as her, as an idealised feminine figure, which
she wil.[ reduce to a neighbour in the mirror, in the hope that she wittget to know
a bit more about her own femininity.

For exampLe, an iltustration of this strategy is Dora's quest, as she Loses

hersetf for hours in Raphaet's painting of The Srstine Madonna at the Dresden

Museum. Dora tries to search her feminine being via specutar narcissism. She

looks for a feminine identification via the imaginary.
However, Dora deptoys another strategy towards Mrs K, her father's

mistress. Certainty Mrs K f utf its for Dora the f unction of "the Other woman", but
this does not serve to find in Mrs K a feminine identification. lt is something etse:

the subject, Dora, searches for an object (in the sense of object-retation) in which

she is extremety interested, an object here embodied by Mrs K.

lndeed, Dora organises complicated love intrigues with the Ks - intrigues in

which Mrs K ptays a central rote - to obtain knowtedge of feminine jouissance.

But in the end, these are intrigues in which Dora is hysterical.l.y impticated. She
"pLays the man's part", as Lacan has shown. Contrary to what happens with the

Madonna in the painting, what is at stake for Dora with Mrs K is not reaching her

feminine being, but reaching a knowledge about femininity, from a mascutine
position. Dora does not want to be a woffioh; she wants to know about the woman.

20 lbid., p.85.
21 lbid., [TN: ln French, the text reads, "se m6ment dans I'Autre.")
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Thus, with Mrs K incarnating "the Otherwoman", Dora activates her hysteric
side: she pl.ays the man's part and she remains on the Left side of the formutae.
Whereas facing the Madonna as a figure of "the Other woman", Dora activates
her feminine side: she seeks her feminine being rather than knowtedge. That is

to say, she seeks a way into the cotumn of femininity on the right-hand side, an

issue that is not posed for her with Mrs K.

The probtem is that Dora's narcissistic pathway facing the painting is a dead

end. lt is nothing but an identification, which can say nothing about the reaI of a

woman's jouissance and does not atlow access to this jouissance. Neverthetess,

it is Dora's attempt to reconnect with her own femininity. But in fact, as "0ther

to hersetf ", Dora can onty experience her femininity from her own body, even if
this strange experience does not provide her with any knowtedge about "the

thing". As Lacan states: "...there is no need to know you are Other, to be there"22.

ln short, Lacan tries to tetl us that the choice of virite identification is not the
on[y or the finat one for a hysteric woman. Femininity continues to question her,

hence the permanence of the fundamental question that agitates the hysteric

subject: 'Am I a man or a woman?" This is a question that sometimes requires
a [ong anatysis.

Transtated from the French by Ftorencia F.C. Shanahan.
With thanks to Phit Dravers and Jon Wheeter.

22lbid.
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